This perspectives paper covers a very hot topic of the current research in the field of neuroregeneration. Though the text has been written in standard English, in general, sentences contain basic knowledge, with no specific focus on any topic within the field.
Author(s) should clearly state -starting from the title -what they tend to discuss, either endogenous or transplanted stem cells for neural regeneration, and where (which part of the nervous system), since the area is extremely diverse, very complicated and too broad to be simply mixed for stem cells with regard to motor function repair in the spinal cord injury models, Alzheimer's disease, and carcinogenesis, etc.
I found a novelty of the topic in the second part of the paper about dietary approach. I believe that this relatively new and still enigmatic field would substantially benefit the paper if provide much deeper discussion (e.g., techniques used, supposed molecular/neurophysiological mechanisms behind this, etc.) with a careful consideration of the mechanistic basis and the conclusions of how food nutrients influence neural stem cells in the brain, either resident or being transplanted after tissue damage.
It would be more appropriate if the author could give a more specific title.
